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DUBAI: Canon, world leader in imaging solutions,
announced that the company has gone live with a
renewed global website employing a web address
that departs from the traditional location-specific
“www.canon.com” to the new “global.canon” propri-
etary domain name. The launch marks Canon’s first
use of the “.canon” top-level domainπ (TLD) since
acquiring it in February 2015.

Canon’s global site web address employing
the new “.canon” top-level domain. 

Because “.canon” can only be used by Canon
Group companies and services, visitors to sites that
use the new TLD can easily confirm their authentici-
ty and be assured that the information they contain
is reliable. Additionally, by leveraging the simplicity
of the TLD, which is easy to remember and easy to
understand, Canon aims to enhance the Company’s

global brand value. Canon begins using new
“.canon” top-level domain.  

The TLD “.canon,” which makes use of Canon’s
company name in the right-most side of the web
address, is based on the new generic Top Level

Domain (gTLD) Program. With the launch today of
the “global.canon” website,≥ Canon is providing
information to a global audience with a new online
presence.

Canon renews global website 
Canon conducts business activities around the

world, providing information and services over the
internet to not only the company’s customers, busi-
ness partners and shareholders, but to all stake-
holders in countries and regions across the globe.
In addition to the English-language version of the
“global.canon” website launched today, Canon will
introduce other languages to the site in the future
to share brand messages and other information
globally.

A top-level domain (TLD) is the string of charac-

ters immediately following the final dot at the end
of an Internet address or email address, such as
“.com” or “.net.” 

The introduction of new generic top-level
domains (gTLDs) followed the approval in 2008 by
ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers), the non-profit organization that
maintains and regulates the Internet’s addressing
system, of the relaxation and liberalization of new
gTLD system adoption rules. Canon began efforts
aimed at acquiring the TLD “.canon” in March 2010
and completed the process in February 2015 fol-
lowing a review by ICANN. 

As of May 16, 2016, the Canon Global website is
available in English only. Plans call for other lan-
guages to be added in the future with Japanese to
be included by the end of the year. 

Canon launches renewed global website 
Company to use new ‘.canon’ top-level domain name

Tokyo: A guest tries out the demo UberEats software application to order food dur-
ing a press conference for the launching of UberEats in Tokyo yesterday. — AP

KUWAIT: Digital Shadows, a provider of cyber
situational awareness, released its Compromised
Credentials research paper which analyzed the
largest 1,000 companies listed on the Forbes
Global 2000. The report found that 97 percent of
those companies, spanning all businesses sec-
tors and geographical regions, had leaked cre-
dentials publicly available online, many of them
from third-party breaches. Credentials for over
5.5 million employees of the world’s largest com-
panies have been found online, as large-scale
data leaks become the norm according to the
report. The top breaches were from  social media
platforms with LinkedIn, MySpace and Tumblr
breaches being responsible for a respective 30
percent, 21 percent and 8 percent of the total
credentials.

The report revealed that the most affected
country in the Middle East - with over 15,000
leaked credentials was the UAE. Saudi Arabia
(3360), Kuwait (203) followed by Qatar (99) made
up the rest of the list. This figure is relatively

small as compared to the global figure due to
the lower percentage of organizations that
reside in the Middle East.  

In the Middle East, organizations in the
Technology industry were far more exposed
than any other, dwarfing Financial Services, Oil &
Gas and Chemicals. 

“The world used to be about your perimeters
and your network. Recently there have been
shifts as a result of social media, cloud and
mobile. Which means that quite often, when
information is getting online, it’s not from the
company; it’s from a third party like a contractor
somewhere in the company’s supply chain. Data
breaches are no longer an aberration; they are
the norm. With credentials for over 5.5 million
employees of the world’s largest companies hav-
ing been found online and with 97 percent of
the top 1,000 companies suffering from creden-
tial compromise, it is clear that, irrespective of

size, industry or geography, the vast majority of
organizations have credentials exposed online.
Compromised credentials hold significant value
for cybercriminals as the information can be
used for botnet spam lists, extortion attempts,
spear-phishing and account takeover,” said Chris
Brown, Digital Shadows VP EMEA and APJ. 

The report also revealed that it is not quite as
simple as organizations just resetting their pass-
words. Password resets can cause a lot of friction
for organizations and so it’s necessary for IT
departments first need to figure out whether the
information stolen from a breach is unique, re-
posted, or outdated information. 10 per cent of
the 5 million leaked credentials in the report
were actually duplicates which can cause even
more confusion for an organization that has suf-
fered a breach. In order for organizations to pre-
pare themselves for the inevitable data breach
they need to first understand the impact of a
breach and what they can do to prepare their

employees and business for credential compro-
mise. 

About Digital Shadows
Digital Shadows provides cyber situational

awareness that helps organizations protect
against cyber attacks, loss of intellectual proper-
ty, and loss of brand and reputational integrity.
I ts flagship solution, Digital Shadows
SearchLight(tm), is a scalable and easy-to-use
data analysis platform that provides a view of an
organization’s digital footprint and the profile of
its attackers. It is complemented with intelli-
gence operations analyst expertise to ensure
extensive coverage, relevant intelligence and
frictionless deployment. SearchLight continually
monitors the visible, deep and dark web and
other online sources to create an up-to-the
minute view of an organization and the risks
requiring mitigation. The company is jointly
headquartered in London and San Francisco. 

Technology industry has most 

employee data leaks in ME 
Global study by Digital Shadows 

Chris Brown, Digital Shadows VP EMEA 
and APJ

SAN FRANCISCO: With its recent acquisi-
tion of self-driving truck startup Otto, Uber
Technologies Inc. is plotting its entry into
the long-haul trucking business, aiming to
establish itself as a freight hauler and a
technology partner for the industry. Otto
plans to expand its fleet of trucks from six
to about 15 and is forging partnerships
with independent truckers, Otto co-
founder Lior Ron told Reuters in an inter-
view. Starting next year, Otto-branded
trucks and others equipped with Otto tech-
nology will begin hauling freight bound for
warehouses and stores, he said.

Uber has already started pitching servic-
es to shippers, truck fleets and independ-
ent drivers, and the services go well
beyond Otto’s initially stated goal of outfit-
ting trucks with self-driving technology. It
also plans to compete with the brokers
who connect truck fleets and shippers.

Fully autonomous trucks remain years
away - some trucking industry experts esti-
mate two decades - and the Otto vehicles
are currently manned by a driver and an
engineer. But the Uber-Otto efforts include
a host of other technologies involving navi-
gation, mapping and tracking, which can
be deployed even as work continues on
self-driving systems.

An executive at one company told
Reuters he had already been approached
by Uber about hauling his goods, noting
that Uber touted recent hires and advances
in trucking technology.

Uber aims to ultimately transform the
competitive and fragmented $700 billion-
a-year trucking industry, which is notorious
for low margins. The company is challeng-
ing a host of established players, ranging
from publicly traded companies, such as
third-party logistics firms CH Robinson and
XPO Logistics, to countless mom-and-pop
trucking businesses. Otto has had motor
carrier permits with the US Department of
Transportation and California Department
of Motor Vehicles to move cargo since earli-
er this year. Eleven days after the close of
the Uber acquisition last month, Otto filed
for a new permit to haul freight, noting it
would expand its fleet to 15 trucks.

Ron told Reuters that Otto also aims to
partner with the industry, and that “thou-

sands” of owner-operator truck drivers have
reached out to the company. “We are talk-
ing with everyone,” he said. “We don’t want
to develop technology just for the sake of
technology.”

Uber - the dominant ride-hailing firm
and the world’s most valuable venture-
backed startup, at $68 billion - last month
bought Otto in a $680 million deal. Otto,
with about 100 employees, had just
launched in January.

While Uber’s brand and financial back-
ing could supercharge Otto’s prospects,
industry experts remain skeptical that a
Silicon Valley startup with little experience
can shake up long-haul trucking.

“The transportation industry is a rela-
tionship-backed business,” said Kevin
Abbott, a vice president at C H Robinson.
“There’s a lot more to it than just finding a
piece of equipment.”

Abbott noted that Uber is just the latest
in a long line of companies that have tried
to take the place of brokers, who typically
match loads with vehicles. Uber and Otto
also face competition from a growing crop
of startups eyeing the industry. Companies
such as Transfix, Convoy and Cargo Chief
are aiming to unseat traditional brokers by
matching shippers with carriers using com-
plex algorithms, while Trucker Path has
built a popular navigation app for truckers.

BRAND ADVANTAGE?
One indication of Otto’s ambitions is its

recent hiring of Bill Driegert, a logistics vet-
eran who helped found Coyote, a leading
freight broker, and served as its chief inno-
vation officer, according to his LinkedIn
profile. Uber and Otto are working to build
a freight network to connect shippers and
carriers, much like Uber matches passen-
gers and drivers.

The trucking push is partly a gambit to
leverage the mapping and logistics expert-
ise Uber has gained ferrying passengers
and food in cities. “This is really about con-
necting the dots, connecting the shippers
and the carriers,” Ron said. “We are building
that on the long-haul piece. Uber, through
UberRush and UberEats, built that on the
urban piece,” referring to the company’s on-
demand delivery services.— Reuters

Uber to move freight, target 

trucking for the long haul

SAN FRANCISCO: “Pokemon Go” players begin a group walk along the Embarcadero in San Francisco.
“Pokemon Go” was an instant hit when it debuted in July, as millions of people discovered augmented reali-
ty and joined stampedes from Central Park to Sydney capturing Pokemon via their phones. But as the hype
subsides, what’s next for the game? — AP

NEW YORK: Does “Pokemon Go” have a
second act? The mobile phone app was
an instant hit when it debuted in July.
Crowds stampeded after a Vaporeon in
Central Park and people fell off cliffs
playing it in California. At an Apple event
on Sept 7, Niantic CEO John Hanke said
500 million people had downloaded the
game in just two months. It was the first
mobile game to go mainstream in a big
way since “Candy Crush” in 2014 or
“Angry Birds” in 2012. It was also the first
to incorporate augmented reality, a
blending of the real and virtual worlds.

But the buzz has decidedly cooled.
Last Tuesday, the game ended its reign
as the top-grossing U.S. iPhone app after
74 days on top, replaced by “Clash
Royale,” a popular battling game,
according to research firm Sensor Tower.
Twitter mentions of the game peaked at
1.7 million on July 11, five days after its
launch, according to Adobe Digital
Insights. That number had fallen by 98
percent, to 131,000, by Sept. 7, when
Apple featured it.

Was it all a summer fever dream?
While experts say the game is likely to
remain popular for a while, it needs to

evolve to have real staying power - just
like its namesake digital creatures.
“Almost anything of this sort is a fad,” says
Steve Jones, a communications professor
at the University of Illinois at Chicago. “I
think we’ve seen the tapering off.”

DOWN BUT NOT OUT
Of course, an enormous number of

people still play the game. Research firm
App Annie estimates 1 in 10 smartphone
owners in the US are playing; in Japan,
that number is 1 in 4. Those US figures
are half what App Annie saw the week
after the game launched - but to put
them in perspective,  they still reflect
roughly the same user interest as Twitter
or Pinterest. “Pokemon Go” has also been
good at keeping people playing after
signing up. Its 30-day retention rate is
the second best on the Google Play store
- behind “Words with Friends,” but ahead
of other popular games such as “Clash of
Clans” and “Clash Royale.”

“For a gaming app to be as big as a
social network is unprecedented,” said
Fabien-Pierre Nicolas, a spokesman at
App Annie. “Right now, yes, they’re los-
ing a million players every week. But

they get a million new players every
week.” The longer users interact with the
game, the more time a company has to
figure out how to get money from them,
Nicolas said. It took a year for some suc-
cessful games like “Clash of Clans,”
“Puzzle” and “Dragon” to earn revenue of
$1 billion, but “Pokemon Go” has already
made more than $500 million in revenue
in two months alone, according to App
Annie. The game is free, but lets users
purchase items in the game.

“POKEMON GO” EVOLUTION
But with social chatter dying down

and a new smartphone game based on a
beloved 1990s character - “Super Mario
Run” - hitting app stores in December,
Pokemon will have to reinvent itself.

Kari Amarosso, a public relations
manager at Arizona State University,
started playing “Pokemon Go” with her
19-year-old son as a fun mother-son
summer activity sparked by 1990s
Pokemon-card nostalgia. They’d go to
the mall or to meetups like one in
Tempe, Arizona, where thousands of
people walked around Tempe Town Lake
capturing digital monsters. — AP

‘Pokemon Go’ fervor has cooled, 

but the game isn’t dead yet


